ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider a visible light communication (VLC) system with direct currentbiased orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DC-OFDM) and investigate resource allocation for a multi-user environment. Based on the user satisfaction index as a function of data rate, we aim to optimally determine the allocation of the users to different LEDs (acting as access points) and OFDM subcarriers. We propose a simulated annealing-based heuristic to maximize the average user satisfaction index. In an effort to make the proposed solution practically feasible, the runtime of the proposed heuristic is kept less than the channel coherence time, whose value is in order of tens of milliseconds. We evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic algorithm in different scenarios that vary in the number of users, the number of LEDs, and the separation between users. Our results demonstrate that the proposed heuristic outperforms other wellknown heuristics (such as standard simulated annealing, iterative greedy, particle swarm optimization, and tabu search) while achieving good quality solutions within a short execution time, i.e., 40-80 ms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visible light communication (VLC) systems are becoming an effective means of wireless communication [1] . They use light emitting diodes (LEDs) to transmit data, and can be used as a complementary wireless access technology to WiFi and cellular systems. VLC systems feature several advantages such as: (i) a very large bandwidth; (ii) operation in unlicensed spectrum; (iii) useful in places where radio-frequency (RF) signals are not permitted or restricted (for example, some areas in hospitals where the RF signals interfere with patient monitoring systems); and (iv) fading-free channel due to inherent aperture averaging. In addition to the advantages The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Alba Amato. mentioned above, the ubiquitous availability of LEDs makes possible the widespread adoption of VLC systems in the near future.
The VLC systems employ intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) in which the LEDs modulate the intensity of the light to send data, and the receivers use a photodetector (PD) to retrieve data. Earlier VLC systems employed single-carrier transmission techniques over the frequencyselective channels. However, their data rates remain limited and therefore are not suitable for high-speed applications. The latter VLC systems adopted different types of multi-carrier transmission techniques [2] - [6] and offered high data rates. In particular, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) was employed in the VLC systems with many variations. Among these, DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) is the most popular due to its simplicity and will be also adopted in this work. In DCO-OFDM, Hermitian symmetry is imposed on the data frame to make the signal real-valued. Then, a DC bias is added to shift the signal into the dynamic range of the LED. DCO-OFDM was already chosen as the mandatory physical layer mode in the upcoming IEEE standard on VLC systems (IEEE 802.15.13) [7] .
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) extends the OFDM to multi-users. In OFDMA, the subcarriers (i.e., frequency slots), time slots, and transmit powers, or any combination of these are treated as resources. Resource allocation is a key technique to optimize the performance of OFDMA. There is already a rich literature on OFDMA-VLC systems. For example, in [8] , Wang et al. proposed resource allocation schemes to maximize the so-called β-proportional fairness function. When β is equal to ∞, the function implements a max-min fairness scheduler, and when β = 1, it reduces to a proportional fairness scheduler. They proposed an iterative algorithm where all users choose a suitable number of resource blocks based on the Lagrangian multiplier method in each iteration of the algorithm. In [9] , Bykhovsky and Arnon proposed another resource allocation algorithm that manages subcarrier reuse between different transmitters and power redistribution between different subcarriers under interference constraints. They divided the problem into smaller sub-problems and solved each sub-problem using a simple heuristic. The heuristic of each sub-problem uses the greedy approach to assign the subcarriers to transmitters that offer minimum bit error rate (BER) value. To optimally distribute power among subcarriers, they analyzed three existing heuristics which are based on waterfilling method, convex optimization, and greedy algorithm. In [10] , Ling et al. pursued resource allocation problem along with DC-bias optimization. The objective function of DC bias selection comprises terms for both illumination level and clipping noise. For the optimal allocation of power and subcarriers, they proposed three methods based on exhaustive search, dual decomposition, and constant and equal power allocation.
In [11] , Seguel et al. investigated the subcarrier allocation to maximize the downlink VLC channel capacity. They modeled the resource allocation problem as a binary and constrained optimization problem and solved it using the Binary Cuckoo Search [12] and Genetic algorithm (GA) [13] . In [14] , Feng et al. aimed to maximize the throughput of a multi-user VLC system through user selection, bit loading (i.e., selection of modulation size) and power allocation. They formulated the maximization as a multi-choice knapsack problem and solved it using a heuristic based on dynamic programming. Recently, Demir et al. [15] , [16] applied the GA and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) metaheuristic algorithms for resource allocation in DCO-OFDM systems to maximize the data rate and user fairness index.
The existing applications of metaheuristic algorithms in resource allocation problems of VLC systems discussed above do not account for the channel coherence time.
Soltani et al. [17] showed that the coherence time of the indoor VLC channels highly depends on the user location and direction and its value lies within the order of tens of milliseconds. A resource allocation algorithm with a runtime smaller than the channel coherence time can accommodate the dynamic changes in the position of the users without any effect on the data rate for the users. Therefore, keeping the runtime of the algorithm smaller than the channel coherence time is a vital feature for practical implementation of VLC systems.
In this paper, we consider a multi-user DCO-OFDM VLC system. We allocate the subcarriers to users to maximize the average user satisfaction index. This index is defined as the ratio between the actual data rate to the required data rate. It is assumed that although any LED can send data to multiple users, any user can receive data from any one LED without any restriction on the number of subcarriers. For the solution of subcarrier allocation problem under consideration, we need a metaheuristic algorithm with a short runtime.
The metaheuristic algorithms can be divided into two classes based on the number of solutions they store in the memory: (i) population-based, e.g. GA, PSO, etc. ; and (ii) single-solution-based, e.g. simulated annealing (SA), Simulated Evolution (SimE), etc. The population-based metaheuristics usually produce good quality solutions and require a significant amount of runtime. The single-solutionbased metaheuristic algorithms are fast and can converge to good solutions within a short time. The resource allocation algorithms in VLC systems demand a runtime in the order of tens of milliseconds; therefore, the single-solution-based metaheuristic algorithms are suitable for this problem.
Taking into account runtime constraints, we apply the SA algorithm to resource allocation problem in VLC systems under consideration, and propose a problem-specific neighbor function. We develop the neighbor function in two steps. In the first step, we represent the solution as a biparitite graph (BG). In the second step, we use the BG representation to develop a robust neighbor function. A BG contains two layers of nodes. The first layer contains LEDs, and the second layer contains the subcarriers. The edges between the LEDs and subcarriers have a label that indicates a user. An edge refers to an allocation in which the user indicated by its label is allocated to the LED and subcarrier denoted by the starting and ending nodes of that edge. One key benefit of representing the solution in the BG is that it becomes easy to distinguish invalid and valid solutions. The simulation results reveal that the proposed problem-specific neighbor function significantly improves the convergence capability of the SA and it can return good solutions using a minimal runtime. A comparison with some standard metaheuristic algorithms such as SA, Tabu search (TS), Iterative Greedy (IG), and PSO indicates that the performance of the proposed heuristic is significantly better than that of the standard ones in most of the usage scenarios under consideration. This paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we present the system model under consideration. In the third section, we first describe the optimization problem, then present the solution representation and optimization heuristic. In the fourth section, we provide simulation results. Finally, we conclude in the last section.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we consider the centralized light access network (C-LiAN) architecture proposed in [18] . In C-LiAN, multiple LEDs serve as Access points (AP), and there is a central controller that performs the AP-related computations such as signal processing, interference management, scheduling, and resource allocation. We assume that N users are randomly located in the room, and denoted by α U = {u 0 , u 1 , ..., u N −1 }. The ceiling of the room contains uniformly distributed LEDs denoted by
where L is the number of LEDs. Each LED is assigned up to K subcarriers that can be shared by several users, and subcarriers of LED l i are denoted as S i = {s 0 , s 1 , .., s K −1 }.
The physical layer of the system under consideration builds upon DCO-OFDM. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the VLC transmitter. The input bit stream for each LED is mapped into complex symbols according to a modulation scheme, e.g., phase-shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM be noted that s 0 and s K /2 are set equal to zero, and consequently, the number of subcarriers that carry data reduces to K 2 − 1. The resulting data vector for the LED l i has the form of
After K -point IFFT operation, the digital signal is passed through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). A DC-bias (x DC ) is further added and the resulting signal drives the LED. Let P e denote the electrical power of the input signal. Similarly, let P o denote the optical power output of the LED. The relationship between the optical and electrical powers can be expressed as ι =
, where ι is the power ratio. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the VLC receiver. After the optical signal is collected by a photodetector (PD), an amplifier is used to mitigate the effects of path loss. After analog-todigital conversion (ADC), fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed and the signal is demodulated to recover the data.
In our work, we assume a line-of-sight (LOS) optical channel. The channel coefficient between the LED l j and user u i is given by
where ϕ l i ,u j and ψ l i ,u j denote, respectively, the angle of irradiance and angle of incidence between the LED l i and user u j . As shown in Fig. 4 , d l i ,u j is the distance between the LED l i and user u j . ψ c is the field-of-view (FOV) semi-angle of the user PD. m is the order of Lambertian emission and is equal to Assume that user u j is connected to the LED l s . The corresponding signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is given by
where ℵ denotes the set of interfering LEDs that interfere with u j , κ denotes the optical to electrical conversion efficiency of the PDs; N o denotes the noise power spectral density; and B L denotes the baseband modulation bandwidth. In our system, the best modulation order is selected for each subcarrier based on the SINR value. the relationship between the SINR and SE values [8] , [19] . We denote the subcarrier s k of the LED l i as f l i ,s k , and its achievable spectral efficiency (SE) as q l i ,s k . The data rate of the user u j when it is served by the LED l i is given by
where denotes the set of subcarriers of LED l i .
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
We formulate a subcarrier allocation problem to maximize the user satisfaction in terms of data rate. Users have various type of data traffic and therefore their data rate requirements vary. The degree of satisfaction of any user is the ratio between its actual data rate to the required data rate. Let R j denote the required data rate for the user u j . For user u j , the degree of satisfaction is defined as
The objective of our optimization is to maximize the average of the satisfaction indices of all users. Mathematically, we can express the objective function as where represents a possible solution of the resource allocation problem. In the following sub-sections, we discuss the solution representation and optimization heuristic.
A. REPRESENTATION OF THE SOLUTION
The solution representation has a significant influence on the ability of the metaheuristic to search the solution space [20] .
In the resource allocation (RA) problem under consideration, an ordinary solution encoding allows both valid and invalid solutions (i.e., a solution that allocate a same user to multiple LEDs). Since we have a strict restriction on the maximum amount to runtime, therefore, we want to use a solution encoding that helps the search to skip invalid solutions. We propose to use BG [21] , [22] to represent the solution ( ) of the RA problem under consideration. A benefit of BG representation is that it differentiates between valid and invalid solutions, and enable us to improve the runtime of the heuristic by avoiding invalid solutions. Fig. 5 shows the BG representation of the solution. It has two layers of nodes, and the edges connect only the nodes of the first layer with the nodes of the second layer. The nodes of the first layer of the BG represent the LEDs, and the nodes of the second layer represent the subcarriers. The edges between the nodes should have a label equal to any one of the users. We represent the nodes of the first layer as {l 0 , l 1 , ..., l L−1 }, and nodes of the second layer as {s 0 , s 1 , ..., s K 2 −2 }. We represent an edge using a triplet (l j , s k , u i ), where l i ∈ L and s k ∈ S are the starting and end nodes, and u j ∈ α U is the label. An edge (l i , s k , u j ) indicates that the user u j receives data from the subcarrier s k of the LED l i . A random generation of edges may lead to an invalid solution of the RA problem. Therefore, we define some constraints for the BG listed in the following:
1) The out-degree of any node of the first layer should not be more than Replace M by β × M , and T by α × T ; 7 end 8 return best ;
2) All edges that have the same label should also a common starting node, i.e.:
∈ , ∀i = j, k and k are mutually unrelated. (7) 3) A node of the first layer should have up to one edge to any node of the second layer, i.e.:
In this section, we discuss the use of the SA algorithm [13] , [23] to solve the RA problem in VLC systems as specified in (5). Algorithm 1 shows the structure of the SA algorithm. The input consists of the solution ( ) and four parameters (T 0 , α, β, and M 0 ). T 0 is the initial temperature, α represents the cooling rate, β is a constant, and M 0 is the initial value of the number of iterations in the Metropolis function. The value of T 0 should be sufficiently large and the actual value is determined by simulations. We should keep the value of α very close to, but less than, one. The value of β should be one or slightly higher. The Metropolis function consists of two tasks. The first task is to call a neighbor function that creates a new solution from the existing one. The second task is to accept or reject the new solution based on its objective function value and current value of the temperature (T ). In the main loop of the SA algorithm, the temperature (T ) decreases with iterations and the number of iterations in the Metropolis function (M ) could either increase or remain constant. The probability of acceptance of bad moves decreases with decreasing the value of T . Algorithm 2 outlines the Metropolis function which evolves new solutions in the SA algorithm. The most critical component of the Metropolis function is the call to Neighbor function to generate a new solution from the existing one. If the objective function value of the new solution is better than the existing one, then we always accept the new solution. As the pseudo-code shows, we conditionally accept bad solutions (i.e., solutions which result in a cost lower than the existing one) by using the following steps: (i) Generate a random number between 0 and 1 (random) and compare its Build a set E that contains all edges of that does not satisfy the constraints specified in (6), (7), and (8) ;
4
Build another set E such that E ⊆ E , and contains at most one edge for each user, i.e., if x = (−, −, u i ) and y = (−, −, u j ), then u i = u j ∀x, y ∈ E . ; In the standard SA algorithm, the neighbor function refers to a small random change in the current solution. As mentioned in Section III-A, the current solution is represented by a BG. The neighbor function employed in this work has two steps. The first step is the same as the neighbor function of the standard SA, and we make a random change in the current solution. The new solution created in the first step could be invalid. The second step makes modifications in the solution that are necessary to make it valid again. Through simulations, we found out that when the maximum runtime of the heuristic is restricted by the channel coherence time, traversing the search space through invalid solutions has no advantage in both solution quality and runtime. In this work, we decided to keep the search traverse the positions of only valid solutions. The BG representation enables us to make a solution valid by removing the edges that violate any constraints.
Algorithm 3 gives an overview of the proposed neighbor function. In the first line, we create a random change in , VOLUME 7, 2019 a random change refers to one of the following actions: (i) Deletion of an edge which is randomly selected from ; and (ii) Adding an edge whose starting node is randomly selected from the set of LEDs {l 0 , l 1 , ..., l L−1 }, ending node is randomly selected from the set of subcarriers {s 0 , s 1 , ..., s K 2 −2 }, and label is also randomly selected from the set of users {u 0 , u 1 , ..., u N −1 }. The solution could become invalid after the random change. We can make the solution valid by deleting all edges that violate the constraint. However, deleting all edges that violate any constraint could result in complete vanishing of some users from the solution. Therefore, in this work, we propose a simple method to convert an invalid solution into a valid one while ensuring that each user remains allocated to at least one subcarrier. Algorithm 3 iteratively applies three steps to make the solution valid. The first step is to build a set E that contains all edges of the graph that violate the constraint. The second step is to build a subset of E as E that contains only one edge for each group of edges from E that share the same label (or user). The third step is to delete edges from the solution that exists in E but not in E , i.e., deletion of the edges that belong to the set {E − E }. The symbol ''-'' denotes that the value of that element is unrelated to the topic in discussion.
In Fig. 6 , we show an example of converting an invalid solution into a valid one by detecting the violations of constraints and deleting the edges to satisfy the constraints. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show a BG that violates the constraint mentioned in (7) because the nodes l 0 and l 1 have edges with label u 0 . The set E contains the two edges that violate the constraint. In Fig. 6(c) , we selected one edge for the user u 0 . In Fig. 6(d) , we deleted an edge which is present in E but not in E to make the solution valid.
Finally, we provide an analysis of the time complexity of the proposed heuristic. We start our analysis with the time complexity of the Neighbor function. In the proposed heuristic, the solution which is input to the neighbor function is valid. However, it could become invalid inside the Neighbor function after the application of the random change. We observe that a single random change on a valid solution could affect at most one user by assigning subcarriers of different LEDs to it which is a violation of the constraint in (7). The first step in the Neighbor is to make a random change in the solution which has the complexity of O (1) . The second step is to make the solution valid and has three sub-steps. The first sub-step can be implemented using two two-level nested loops. The complexity of the first sub-step is equal to O(K (L + N ) ). The second step can also be implemented with a nested loop and has a complexity of O(LK ). The third step can be implemented using a loop and has a complexity of O(K ). The total complexity of the Neighbor function is equal to O(K (N + L) ).
The next important analysis is to estimate the number of iterations of the SA algorithm. The general termination criteria of the SA algorithm is the final temperature (T f ). The initial temperature is T 0 , and the temperature is reduced by an amount of α in each iteration. The value of temperature in n successive iterations can be expressed with a geometric progression whose first term is T 0 and the n th term is α n−1 T 0 . When n is the last iteration of the SA algorithm, then the final temperature T f is equal to α n−1 T 0 . The value of n can be determined as n ≥ 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In our simulation study, we generated a set of fifty test cases (scenarios) labeled as TS1 to TS50. Table 2 provides the main characteristics of these test cases in terms of the number of users, the number of LEDs, the distance between users, and the dimensions of the rooms, etc. In all test cases, the ceiling contains the LEDs in the form of a grid with a uniform distance (l) between adjacent LEDs. The distribution of users in the room is random with the condition that each user should have an illumination level of at least 400 lx in accordance with European standards lx [24] . As an example, Fig. 7 illustrates the distribution of LEDs and users in test case TS2. We have made the test cases publicly available at [25] .
In our simulations, we use the specifications of OSRAM white LEDs (GW KAFHB5.EM) [26] (see Table 3 ). A suitable selection of DC bias is necessary to keep the LED operate within its dynamic range [27] . For small number of subcarriers or modulation sizes, peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) can be kept small [28] . For large values of K , PAPR reduction techniques can be employed [29] , [30] or optimal selection of DC bias can be performed [31] . All system parameters used in simulations are listed in Table 3 .
We implemented the proposed heuristic in R and C++ using Rcpp, R version 3.1 and GCC version 6.3.0. We used a desktop computer with Intel 2.3 GHz processor and 16 GB of memory. The code does not use multi-threading. The parameters of heuristic algorithm are chosen as α = 0.95, T 0 = 100, β = 1, and M 0 = 6. We accounted for the stochastic nature of the heuristics by executing up to fifty trials on each test case. As earlier discussed, the coherence time of the line of sight (LOS) channel indoor VLC systems with mobile users is in the order of tens of milliseconds [17] . Therefore we set the maximum runtime of the heuristics to 40 ms, 50 ms, 60 ms, 70 ms, and 80 ms. The proposed heuristic can accommodate mobility of users by determining solutions within the coherence time of the channel. Initially, we conducted simulations using the test case TS4 to illustrate that the proposed SA heuristic performs better than conventional SA. In the conventional SA (std-SA) [13] , the neighbor function is a single random change in the solution. The comparison with SA gives us information about the benefit of using the proposed novel neighbor function over the standard neighbor function. Figs. 8 and 9 show the optimization curves of the conventional and proposed SA heuristics when the runtime is 1s and 80ms, respectively. The curves show that both heuristics benefit from the runtime. However, the use of the new neighbor function enables the proposed heuristic to find much better solutions as compared to the standard SA.
For each test case, we solved the problem up to 50 times, and the following analysis uses the average value of the trials. Complete results of our simulations can be found in the Appendix. In Fig. 10 , we classified the test cases into different groups of solution quality using a 95% confidence level. In the classification, we assumed that the lower part of the confidence interval lies within the specified solution quality group. Fig. 10 shows the number of test cases belongs to different groups of the solution quality when the runtime of the heuristic lies from 40 ms to 80 ms. Fig. 10 shows that at any runtime, the group in which the solutions have quality between 0.5-0.7 have the maximum number of test cases. The histogram also indicates that the size of the group 0-0.3 decreases with the increase in the runtime. It means that with the increase in runtime, the solution quality also improves. given a limitation on the maximum runtime (80 ms). From the figure we can also determine the actual values of the number of users and LEDs present in the test cases that converged to different solution qualities such as the following: The test cases that converged to solution quality better than 0.7 have the number of users between 11-20, and the number of LEDs between 6-10. The test cases that have solution quality between 0.5 to 0.7 have the number of users and LEDs lie in the range from 7-22 and 6-15, respectively. The group of test cases that have solution quality between 0.3 to 0.5 has the number of users and number of LEDs between 13-29 and 12-20, respectively.
We further compared our heuristic with four other heuristics. The first is the std-SA [13] . The second is the IG heuristic [13] , which is a competitor for SA because of its quick convergence and simple design that closely matches with that of the SA. The third is PSO for the RA problem as proposed by Demir et al. [16] . The fourth is the standard TS algorithm [13] . We implemented the std-SA and IG using the C++ programming language and executed them on the same platform as the proposed heuristic. The IG heuristic consists of the following steps: (i) a random initialization of the solution; and (ii) an optimization loop that is sub-divided into the following: (a) the destruction of the current solution and (b) the greedy construction of the current solution. The destruction step deletes up to 10% of the elements of the current solution. The greedy construction step finds the best value for each element that was deleted in the destruction step. We obtained the MATLAB code of PSO from its authors and converted it into C++. The C++ code yields the same solution quality as the MATLAB code but has an additional advantage that we can use it for comparing the execution time.
In the TS heuristic, we generated up to 1000 random neighboring solutions of the current solution and selected the best from among them. We defined neighbor solutions as those that differ from each other by only one element. The new solution will replace the current solution if it is better than the current solution (which is the aspiration criterion) or if it does not exist in the Tabu list. The size of the Tabu list was considered equal to 10. In all test cases, the number of trials per problem was equal to fifty.
The tables in the Appendix also contain the results of the heuristics mentioned above. We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test (with a significance level equal to 0.05) to compare the proposed heuristic with the existing ones [35] . Table 4 shows the number of test cases in which the results of the proposed heuristic are significantly better than, equal to, or inferior to the existing heuristics according to the Wilcoxon rank sum test. In the table, the first column provides the maximum allowed runtime and the remaining columns provide the number of test cases in which the proposed heuristic returns a solution which is better, equal or inferior to the heuristic indicated in the heading of the column. The first row of data in the table shows that the when the maximum VOLUME 7, 2019 allowed runtime of the heuristics is 40 ms, then the proposed heuristic is better than IG, PSO, std-SA, and TS in up to 39, 47, 39, and 47 test cases, respectively. The proposed heuristic has solution quality equal to IG, PSO, std-SA, and TS in 5, 3, 2, and 3 test cases, respectively. The solution quality of the proposed heuristic is less than that of IG, std-SA and TS in 6, 0, 9, and 0 test cases, respectively. The remaining rows show the results of the comparison when the maximum runtime of the heuristics in 50 ms, 60 ms, 70 ms, and 80 ms. The results show that the proposed heuristic outperforms the existing heuristics with respect to solution quality.
In Figs. 12 and 13 , we show the percentage deviation between the mean values of the proposed heuristic and the existing heuristics. The positive values indicate that the mean of the proposed heuristic is better than the existing one. The y-axis in Figs. 12 is upper bounded to 300% deviation. As the graphs shows, at both execution timings (40 or 80 ms), the mean of proposed heuristic is significantly better than that of the existing ones.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered a multi-user DC-OFDM based VLC system and investigated how to optimally determine the allocation of the users to different LEDs and subcarriers. We formulated the resource allocation problem as the maximization of user satisfaction index and presented a SA based iterative heuristic solution. In an effort to keep the runtime less than the coherence time of the VLC channel, we utilized a new representation using a BG and proposed a neighbor function that works with this representation. The representation ensures that moves will take the search to valid states, and the algorithm can provide good solutions in acceptable time. We ran our heuristic on a diverse set of test cases with different number of users and LEDs. The simulation results showed that the proposed heuristic can produce good quality solutions using a minimal runtime (40 to 80 ms). For example, when the maximum runtime is 60ms, the average required-data-rate of users is 10 Mbps, and the number of users and LEDs lies between 11-20 and 6-10, respectively; the proposed heuristic on can achieve average user satisfaction indices between 72-77%. We also compared our heuristic with standard SA and two existing heuristics and found that the proposed heuristic is significantly better than the existing ones.
APPENDIX
This appendix presents the detailed simulation results. Tables 5, 6, 7, 8. and 9 show the results of the experiments when the maximum allowed execution time of the heuristics is 40 ms, 50 ms, 60 ms, 70 ms, and 80 ms, respectively. In the tables, the first column indicates the problem name, the second, third and fourth columns show the number of users, number of LEDs, and the minimum distance between any two users, respectively. The fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth columns contain the solution quality (average of the user satisfaction indices of all users) of the proposed heuristic, std-SA, IG, and PSO, respectively. We have expressed the solution quality in the format as ''average value ± (standard deviation)''. 
